
LIST OF POWERFUL WORDS TO USE IN ESSAYS

If you're writing an article or essay, you can use power words to hook readers. If you're . Click here to unfold the list of
Fear Power Words.

I bet it converted like crazy. Using Power Words in Product Names Just like you can use power words to
spruce up your blog name, you can also use them to make your product names pack more of a punch. That
means your author bio needs to spark attention and interest. Glad you asked. Power word 4. But we can let
people imagine how they would feel if you help them. Power word 5. As neuromarketer Roger Dooley
suggests , our attitudes towards risks, rewards, and time are all different. Using Power Words in Testimonials
Power words are also tremendously effective in testimonials. How much more relaxed they would feel. These
words immediately separate it from all the other fitness blogs out there. Power phrase 6. If your headline fails
to get attention , potential readers will ignore it when it shows up in their social media feed. Get it here. Would
you be more confident of your abilities? When you are trying to get someone to agree with you, what you are
REALLY doing is trying to evoke empathy so they see your point of view. What would you do? Instant
Imagine playing Deal or No Deal. You can use power words in these lists to inspire more excitement in your
reader as they read through them. All the biggest YouTube channels do this. Using Power Words in Button
Copy Call to Action Yep, you can use power words in your button copy too â€” even if you only have a few
words you can fit in there. What would that mean? And you usually only get three sentences, so you need to
carefully consider the words you use. If you want your video to stand out and be the one they choose to watch,
your title has to be captivating. For example, here are three subheads from our post on E-book mistakes : See
how the power words in these subheads grab your attention and make you want to read the text that follows?
Because Presenting a reason why people should do something can trigger an automatic response. Instant
gratification or exclusivity? Big time. I have compiled a list of words that are proven to induce certain
emotions both negative and positive and that I strongly encourage you use in your online and offline
communications to get your prospect to take the desired action. Even if the reason is bogus. Online this seems
tricky. Would you be more motivated to earn more and use it to pay off debt, increase your savings, or take an
extravagant vacation? Many opt-in forms include a list of reasons you should sign up to their email list. Using
Power Words in Email Subject Lines Having an email list is of little use if only a handful of readers bother to
open your emails. Using Power Words in Subheads Too many writers overlook the value of subheads , which
is a mistake. But we all know the feeling of wanting something now. His headline is followed by
emotion-packed subheads: And he even uses power words in his guarantee: 9. It shows her uniqueness and
makes her stand out from other copywriters. Together, they deliver a powerful and enjoyable experience
because they were designed that way â€” together. You know it works because you get your first enthusiastic,
paying client who is delighted to pay for your services. Using Power Words in Author Bios Your author bio is
another extremely important part of your marketing. This is why car salesmen tempt you to test drive a car.
Not only did a custom-colored cooker command a premium price, you also had to wait up to three months
compared to a couple of weeks for a standard order. In any case, your homepage is a good spot to add a few
power words, as it can determine whether people stay and take the action you want them to take or leave never
to return. Do you see any opportunities to spruce them up with a power word?


